The Department of Corrections (DOC) contemplates awarding a sole source purchase to Command Sourcing Inc to provide, install, train and service one Low Dose Smith’s Detection Body Scanner and two Millimeter Wave Smith’s Body Scanners.

DOC several year ago was Legislatively directed to purchase, install, and operate a full body scanner at one prison facility and now the Legislature has directed the DOC to increase the use of body scanners at additional prison facilities.

DOC will purchase 3 body scanners from Command Sourcing. The purchase order will be issued on or after Sept 26, 2022. The cost of this purchase is $590,249. DOC may opt to purchase additional units for an additional four (4) years as needed or per legislative actions. DOC determines that each optional additional purchase would result in equal (and/or slightly higher) consideration being added to the total contract value.

Offers contemplating the above requirements are required to submit capability statements detailing their ability to meet the state’s requirements within ten (10) working days of this announcement.

Capability statements should address the following state requirements:

- The company must be able to supply the exact make and models of Smith’s Detection Scanners as specified to conform with existing equipment already purchased by DOC and approved by the Washington State Department of Health (DOH). This equipment has been vetted by DOC Security, DOC IT and has been approved and certified for use at DOC facilities by DOH.
- The company must be an authorized Smiths Detection distributer and provide written documentation they are authorized by Smith Detection to sell to the Washington State Department of Corrections.
- The company must be able to supply, service, calibrate and certify the equipment as well as provide all necessary training.
- The company must be able to ensure connectivity between multiple machines and across multiple facilities across the state.

In the absence of other qualified sources, it is the state’s intent to make a sole source award of the contract. To submit capability statements or for questions, contact:

Name: Dan Larsen
Phone: 360-489-2641
Email: Dclarsen@doc1.wa.gov